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Abstract. Smart Personal Assistants (SPA) fundamentally influence the way
individuals perform tasks, use services and interact with organizations. They
thus bear an immense economic and societal potential. However, a lack of trust
- rooted in perceptions of uncertainty and risk - when interacting with
intelligent computer agents can inhibit their adoption. In this paper, we conduct
a systematic literature review to investigate the state of knowledge on trust in
SPAs. Based on a concept-centric analysis of 50 papers, we derive three distinct
research perspectives that constitute this nascent field: user interface-driven,
interaction-driven, and explanation-driven trust in SPAs. Building on the results
of our analysis, we develop a research agenda to spark and guide future
research surrounding trust in SPAs. Ultimately, this paper intends to contribute
to the body of knowledge of trust in artificial intelligence-based systems,
specifically SPAs. It does so by proposing a novel framework mapping out their
relationship.
Keywords: Trust, Smart Personal Assistant, Conversational Agent, Literature
Review, Research Agenda

1

Introduction

In recent years, technologies based on Artificial Intelligence (AI) have matured and
are increasingly permeating the professional and private lives of many people [1]. A
key area of application represents the proliferation of Smart Personal Assistants
(SPA) – computer agents that provide assistance by engaging with users via natural
language. SPAs, sometimes also referred to as intelligent agents or conversational
agents, are now applied in a wide area of usage scenarios [2]. These agents including
Amazon`s Echo, Google`s Google Assistant and Apple`s Siri fundamentally influence
the way in which individuals complete tasks, search for information, consume product
and service offerings, and interact with organizations [3]. Thus, it is foreseen that
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SPAs will become a daily companion for a wide range of users – for instance, the
number of worldwide users of these agents is predicted to rise to almost 1.8 billion in
2021, which reflects the social and economic impact SPAs exhibit on a global scale
[4].
However, the potential of SPAs can only be realized if users feel that they can trust
the new medium [5]. Since SPAs rely on AI, they face corresponding problems in
terms of user acceptance. In a wide range of domains, such as finance or medicine,
the acceptance towards the recommendations of AI-based systems, is below 60
percent [6]. These findings are in line with a recent survey by Forbes which has
shown that 41.5 percent of U.S. consumers do not trust any AI-infused digital
assistants [7]. These numbers highlight that trust is paramount for helping users
overcome adaption resistance due to perceptions of risk and uncertainty [8]. At the
same time, however, the unique characteristics of AI-infused systems including their
opaqueness, embedded biases, and autonomous nature may not only make it difficult
to garner trust, but afford risks based on non-reflective reliance [9]. Understanding the
nature and antecedents of trust in intelligent agents such as SPAs as a combined unit
of analysis is, therefore, a necessary requirement for both IS researchers and
practitioners who aim to successfully design and deploy SPA-based systems. As we
will show in this paper, there has been a steep increase in publications on the topic of
trust in SPAs. For the progress of a young and emerging research field, it is important
to present previous research coherently and transparently such that the important
research streams are highlighted, and their interrelationships and theoretical basis are
presented [10]. So far, to the best of our knowledge, an overview and conceptual
structuring of the combined research field of trust and SPAs does not exist. This
results in a lack of terminological clarity and theoretical integration of important
concepts. Our Systematic Literature Review (SLR) addresses this gap by contributing
to creating a common language and structuring the conceptual basis of trust in SPAs.
Thus, we intend to answer the following research question:
Which research streams conceptually constitute the research field of trust in Smart
Personal Assistants?
Overall, this SLR intends to contribute to the body of knowledge of trust in AIbased systems in general and trust in SPAs in particular by providing an integrated
theoretical framework of the latter. This framework suggests that trust in SPAs can be
distinguished into three distinct research perspectives. Based on this conceptual
grounding, we propose a preliminary research agenda to trigger and guide future
research in this nascent field.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: First, we provide a brief
summary of the theoretical background on both SPAs and trust. Subsequently, we
conduct an SLR according to [11] and [12, 13] to provide an overview and
structuration of the field of trust in SPAs. Furthermore, we present an integrated
theoretical framework incorporating all research streams within the joint research
field of trust in SPAs that we could conceptionally derive from literature. Finally,
based on the state of the art in the particular research streams a preliminary research
agenda is proposed.
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2

Theoretical Foundation

To provide a foundation for our integrative review and our discussion of our research
agenda, we first begin by defining key concepts including SPAs and trust.
2.1

Smart Personal Assistants

Research on SPAs is not a new field per se. However, it recently gained wide
prominence in the broader public. In the past, these systems were almost exclusively
studied as expert systems giving “intelligent advice” within a limited set of highly
specified use cases [14]. However, due to the emergence of technologies associated
with AI such as Machine Learning (ML), voice recognition, and natural language
processing, new generations of SPAs have emerged such as Amazon`s Echo,
Google`s Google Assistant and Apple`s Siri. They can now be applied in a wide range
of use cases spanning from everyday tasks such as ordering consumer goods to more
specialized tasks such as helping users track their expenses [15]. There are various
terms describing these assistants – for example conversational agent, chatbot, virtual
assistant, digital assistant -, who all are based on the idea of interacting with users via
natural language (e.g., [2]). In this regard, in order to cover several types of systems,
we refer to SPAs as AI-based systems embedded in personal technologies designed to
assist users by interacting in a text or voice-based conversation [e.g., 16].
From a sociotechnical perspective and compared to other entities of IS, the novelty
of SPAs lies in two major aspects, which potentially fundamentally affect user
perceptions (i.e., trust): the way in which SPAs interact with users as well as the
degree of intelligence they employ thereby [17]. Thus, they manifest the
characteristics of two distinct but interrelated system classes - interactive and
intelligent IS: on the one hand, based on anthropomorphic features interactions with
SPAs are increasingly moving towards the level of interpersonal communications
[18], including the establishment of emotional bonds [19]. At the same time, the
pervasiveness of invasive technologies embedded in these systems as well as their
autonomous nature raises questions of accountability and data security [5]. Moreover,
the rising intelligence of SPAs comes with issues of interpretability of their behavior
through users. This may explain why users still only reluctantly adapt and use these
systems despite their potential [9].
2.2

Trust in Information Systems

One of the most important factors driving the adaption and use of complex and
increasingly automated technical artifacts such as SPAs is trust. Traditionally, trust
research in IS has been focusing on studying relationships among human beings that
are mediated by an IS. However, due to developments such as increasing automation
[9], IS have itself become an integral part of trust relationships in a wide area of usage
scenarios. Automated systems are not only used to mediate trust relationships
between human beings, but to support their users in achieving specific goals, thereby
exhibiting agency on their behalf. Thus, these systems become themselves trustees in
a trust relationship between the human user and a respective IS [20]. According to the
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trust definition of [21], users therefore need to exhibit willingness to be vulnerable to
the actions of an autonomous IS “based on the expectation that the other [i.e., SPA]
will perform a particular action important to the trustor [i.e., user], irrespective of
the ability to monitor or control that other party [i.e., SPA]” (Mayer et al. 1995, p.
712) [21].
In the past years, IS got increasingly interactive – specifically in regards to
exhibiting anthropomorphic features – and intelligent – based on advancements in the
domain of ML [17], which is why trust in these systems may not anymore entirely be
explainable with current insights. On the one hand, SPAs are able to act and interact
in an increasingly human way. Thus, the boundary between man and machine
becomes increasingly blurred from a user perspective, which has important
implications for theory and practice. Especially, the suitability of the theoretical basis
on which trust in the system is studied becomes a relevant question. On the other
hand, AI-infused systems raise the opaqueness and complexity for the user [1],
therefore magnifying the issue of trust. It is argued that building trust is an essential
means to address complexity and uncertainty because humans cannot have complete
knowledge of most systems' inner processes. Additionally, as these systems
continuously learn and adapt their behavior accordingly, there is an increased need to
study trust in these systems from a longitudinal perspective [22]. In this work, we
focus on SPAs as one concrete instantiation of AI-based IS, which we link to trust
research as one combined unit of analysis based on a SLR.

3

Method

We conduct a SLR within the research field of trust in SPAs according to the
principles and practices suggested by [11] and [12, 13]. Overall, the scope of the SLR
can be structured along the dimensions of process, source, coverage, and techniques
[13]: based on a sequential search process in four data bases, publications from IS
literature and related fields such as business and human computer interaction as a
source are identified. The literature search aims to reach a representative coverage of
the distinct perspectives on the research field of trust in SPAs. Therefore, to establish
the basis for the analysis and conceptualization, we used a comprehensive set of
techniques (i.e., keyword search, backward search, and forward search). To reach a
high level of reproducibility and transparency of our research, we describe in this
section the single methodical steps that we undertook:
Selection of search strings: Aiming at covering literature that focuses on the
combined unit of analysis of trust and SPAs, we select ("smart" OR "intelligent" OR
"cognitive") AND ("assistant" OR "system") AND "trust" as the initial search string
that we use as a starting point for the literature search process. The initial search
string is constructed rather broad taking into account a variety of key word
permutations to not neglect relevant research. It needs to be noted here that we apply
the search string considering the particular variations the single keywords can exhibit
such as singular and plural, and the use of hyphens or no hyphens. As we seek for
papers that conduct research with a focus on trust and SPAs as a combined unit of
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analysis, the single parts of the initial search string should appear in close proximity
to each other in the papers. Thus, we choose to search in title, abstract, and keywords
of publications.
Selection of databases: We apply a respective search in IS databases that contain
a variety of IS journals and conferences to not restrict our search scope upfront and to
cover more recent research as we assume that trust in SPAs is a young and emerging
research field. Covering the latter aspect would not be assured by a journal-onlybased literature search as processing journal reviews takes significantly longer than
reviewing for conference proceedings. Consequently, we select five databases
covering a wide range of Information Systems (IS) literature to assure a representative
coverage of our literature search. The databases that we select are in particular the
database of the Association for Information Systems (AISel), EBSCO, Sciencedirect,
the database of the Association for Computing Machinery (ACM), and ProQuest.
Refinement of search strings: During our literature search process that starts with
the search string described above, we iteratively refine and adapt the keywords to take
into account the learnings from and our enhanced understanding of the field that
emerges during our SLR. The final search string used in the SLR is ("smart" OR
"intelligent" OR "cognitive" OR "conversational" OR "AI") AND ("assistant" OR
"system" OR "agent" OR "application") AND "trust". It extends the initial search
string by taking into account a larger set of synonyms used to describe SPAs and
concepts related to the concept of “smartness” such as Artificial Intelligence (AI). The
literature search conducted in title, abstract, and keywords of the publication texts,
results in 1,168 hits, which still comprises duplicates and potentially irrelevant papers.
Selection of papers: During a first screening step, we focus on screening the title,
abstract, keywords, and research domain of the papers and only consider papers that
use English as their publication language. This process results in 45 papers, which
undergo a detailed full-text screening that determines if a paper is finally considered
relevant for deeper analysis. We label a paper as “relevant for further analysis” if it
conducts research with a central focus on trust and SPAs as a combined unit of
analysis. Consequently, during full-text screening, we remove literature that only
marginally or trivially issues the intersected unit of analysis “trust and SPAs”, such as
for example paper that measured trust as one of many variables, but did not discuss
this effect further. This leads to 35 relevant hits. After removing duplicates that stem
from choosing a database-oriented literature search, 32 papers remain to be
considered for further analyses. Table 1 provides an overview of the total hits and
relevant search results structured along the particular databases to account for
reproducibility and transparency of the SLR.
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Table 1. Results of the Literature Search Process
AISeL
Hits
Relevant

Databases
EBSCO
Sciencedirect
ACM
ProQuest
Hits Relevant Hits Relevant Hits Relevant Hits Relevant

Search String
("smart" OR "intelligent" OR "cognitive"
OR "conversational" OR "AI") AND
79
8
142
("assistant" OR "system" OR "agent" OR
"application") AND "trust"
With Duplicates:
35
Number papers selected for further
analysis from 1168 screened papers Without Duplicates: 32

4

+

480

4

82

14

3 Forward Search
15 Backward Search

385

5

=

50

To seize the benefits of a comprehensive set of search techniques, backward search
(+15 additional papers) and forward search (+3 additional papers) are conducted on
top of the literature retrieved from using the search string in the five databases above
[12, 13, 23]. Finally, this results in an overall number of 50 papers that are analyzed
and conceptualized in a detailed manner in this paper.
Paper Analysis and Conceptualization: We analyze the 50 papers identified to
be relevant for this work from a concept-centric perspective. Thus, according to [11] a
concept matrix is created based on the literature search results. Respectively, all
papers are analyzed according to the focal concepts used to investigate the combined
unit of analysis “trust in SPAs”, according to the applied research method, and
according to the contributions reached for theory and practice. This endeavor intends
to conceptualize the distinct central research streams that constitute the combined
research field of trust in SPAs, thus providing an integrated view on the latter. We use
an iterative process guided by cross-validation discussions between two researchers,
in which we analyze and aggregate the distinct concepts identified in the retrieved
literature to higher-order, more abstract concepts that are merged into particular metaperspectives on the research field of trust in SPAs. By iteratively cross-validating the
conceptual insights that are abductively created form literature we aim for
reproducible, transparent, and valid research results. However, we have to
acknowledge that conceptualizing literature always contains a certain level of nonerasable subjectivity.

4

Results

Figure 1. shows that the number of identified publications has been steeply growing
during the last years. The youngest paper is from 2019 and the oldest paper from
1999, when initial interest rose in light of the first expert systems being used in
organizational contexts. The majority of papers has been published within the last two
years, which supports our initial assumption that trust in SPAs represents an emerging
research field.
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Figure 1. Number of Publications over Time

Based on a concept-centric analysis of identified papers, we were able to identify
three main research perspectives, which constitute the research field of trust in SPAs:
User Interface-Driven Trust (UIDT), Interaction-Driven Trust (IDT), and
Explanation-Driven Trust (EDT). The research perspective with the most papers was
IDT (26) followed by EDT (18) and UIDT (16).

ExplanationDriven Trust
(EDT) in SPAs

InteractionDriven Trust
(IDT) in SPAs

User InterfaceDriven Trust
(UIDT) in SPAs

Table 2. Definition and conceptual boundaries of the three perspectives on trust in SPAs

Definition
UIDT in SPAs research
deals with static design
features of SPAs such
as haptics and audiovisuals towards
enhancing trust in the
latter.
IDT in SPAs research
addresses the design of
interactions between
the user and the SPA
on a timeline to form
trust in the latter.
EDT in SPAs research
focuses on creating
trust in SPAs by
varying the degrees of
understandability and
transparency provided
to the user.

Conceptual Boundaries
The scope of UIDT in SPAs research
encompasses the effect of all components
that make up the static appearance of SPAs
on trust, including its audio, visual and
haptic representation. This does not include
the actions performed by the SPA.
The scope of IDT in SPAs research
encompasses the effect of the actual
interaction behavior of SPAs with the user
(and vice versa) on trust, including verbal
and non-verbal behavior. This does not
include the static representation of the SPA.
The scope of EDT in SPAs encompasses the
effect of information and self-disclosure on
trust in the SPA. This does not include the
static representation of the SPA.

Overall, we strive for a precise and unambiguous description of the different
research perspectives, in order to allow for a robust categorization of identified
publications. Therefore, as Table 2 shows, we formulated concise definitions for the
derived research streams and their respective conceptual boundaries. Furthermore, we
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highlight their interrelations according to the principles of construct clarity in order to
achieve clear differentiations between the streams and to maintain internal
consistency within the streams [24].
To make this conceptualization of trust in SPAs more graspable, we would like to
discuss the different perspectives using the example of a Smart Home Assistant.
Those agents can for example be used to obtain a wide range of information, to order
products or control other smart home devices. UIDT addresses questions such as
should the assistant speak with a male or female voice to the user. IDT, on the other
hand, focuses on questions as to whether the assistant should communicate in a
friendly or more emotionally neutral way. Finally, EDT is concerned with question as
to whether and how the assistant should explain recommendations or actions takes
such as automatically ordering a product.
In the following sub sections, we present the conceptually derived research streams
that constitute the combined research field of trust in SPAs by elaborating on the
particular research perspectives and sub research streams of the latter.
4.1

User Interface-Driven Trust in Smart Personal Assistants

We refer to User Interface-Driven Trust (UIDT) in SPAs as trust emerging from the
static design features of SPAs such as haptics and audio-visuals. Thereby, we found
authors to mainly study the effects of visual and auditory design features.
One sub-research stream deals with the effect of visual design features, which
refers to interface-transmitted cues that can be perceived visually [16]. A majority of
studies within this sub-stream focuses on the effect of SPA embodiment on user trust
[e,g., 6, 7]. For instance, it was found that humans perceive trust relationships with
humans differently than with avatars such that humans are better in predicting the
trustworthiness of humans than of avatars. However, the trustworthiness learning rate
is similar, whether interacting with humans or avatars [27]. In regards to the effect of
embodiment, there are somehow mixed results. In a study conducted with children,
they rated the most visually embodied character as the most trustworthy SPA in a
game scenario [28]. Moreover, it was found in another study that embodied SPAs are
associated with greater trust resilience, a higher resistance to breakdowns in trust, and
that these effects were magnified by greater uncertainty. However, once the different
SPAs incorporated human-like trust repair behavior the effect was largely erased [26].
Moreover, in a survey ranking different trust mechanisms it was found that visual
appearance is the least important for users of robo-advisory services [29]. These
findings suggest that the effect of appearance is highly dependent on the context. This
is supported by another study showing that gender fit between the avatar and the user
may present an important antecedent for trust formation [25]. Another study reports
that male avatars are being experienced as more trustworthy as female avatar in
interview scenarios [25]. Finally, authors investigated the effects of demeanor and
could for instance show that a smiling SPA increased trustworthiness [30].
Another sub research stream in the dimension of UIDT in SPAs is related to the
effect of auditory design features on user trust, which refer to cues that can be
perceived audibly [16]. Most authors, studied the effects of response modality, such
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as the questions if and which kind of voice is perceived as more trustworthy
compared to using a chat interfaces [e.g., 12–14]. Generally, identified studies show
that human-(like) voice carries important cues that evoke perceptions of social
presence resulting in higher levels of perceived trustworthiness. Thereby, there are a
number of SPA speech properties such as pitch contour and flanging increments that
classify speech along a machine-to-human spectrum [33]. Along this spectrum,
several authors found that human speech had higher ratings of trust than machine-like
speech, which also translated into higher compliance with the SPAs recommendations
[32, 34]. Text-to-Speech (TTS) voice leads to lower levels of social presence and was
perceived as less trustworthy than text. [32]. Moreover, authors found that expression
modality seems only to be relevant for initial trust formation, since it was found that
vocal pitch only influenced trust perception early in the interaction process [30].
4.2

Interaction-Driven Trust in Smart Personal Assistants

The identified research stream of Interaction-Driven Trust (IDT) in SPAs addresses
the design of interactions between the user and the SPA on a timeline to form trust in
the latter. Thereby, the authors generally discuss different verbal and non-verbal
features that make up the behavior of the SPA employing a processual perspective:
The first sub research stream (i.e., verbal features) can be divided into
contributions that focus on content and on conversational style [16]. Thereby, we
found that most publications address the latter. In regards to content, initial work
identified the use of small talk in the SPAs interaction with the user as an effective
strategy for building trust [14]. Moreover, being critical to the users wishes was
mentioned as another trust-building strategy [38]. Studies addressing conversational
styles in general found a positive effect of relational strategies. Thus, socially oriented
SPAs interjecting an informal and friendly conversational style lead to enhanced
perceptions of interactivity and trust in the system [35]. In comparison, task-oriented
SPAs without any deliberate social-emotional capabilities were trusted less. This
effect seems to remain stable over time, since even after weeks of interacting with a
SPA, relational agents were perceived as significantly more trustworthy than taskoriented agents [36]. Thereby, SPA responsiveness was found to be a major
antecedent [37]. One study highlights the importance for SPAs to learn from humanhuman interactions on how to build trust, but recommends to not just mimic it.
Instead, human-SPA conversations may need to be treated as a new genre of
interaction as trustworthiness was discussed exclusively in utilitarian terms by
interviewees in the same study – responses related to security, privacy, and
transparency over emotional trust [39].
The second sub research stream (i.e., non-verbal features) investigated primarily
the effect of the degree of autonomy (i.e., proactivity) exhibited by the SPA. Thus, it
was shown that autonomy may lead to a more human-like appearance evoking a
feeling of social presence and therefore inducing trust [40]. However, another study
suggests that there is a need for a fit between the SPA’s autonomy and user
preferences to maintain trust. In a smart home environment it was shown that the
users level of comfort with the SPA’s level of autonomy was depended on personality
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types and task characteristics [41]. To give users a perception of control different
mechanisms are proposed – personalization-driven control, task-driven control, and
mechanism that allow direct control [42]. Specifically, providing users with different
alternatives has proven to provide users with a sense of control, which increases trust
in the SPA [43].
4.3

Explanation-Driven Trust in Smart Personal Assistants

Explanation-Driven Trust (EDT) in SPAs refers to varying the degrees of
understandability and transparency provided to the user. Within the analyzed papers,
we could identify two sets of strategies that were applied to increase transparency and
understandability – explanations and interactive machine learning [44].
In the first sub-research stream, authors investigate the effect of different types of
explanations for increasing trust in SPAs. Generally self-disclosure was deemed an
effective measure to signal trustworthiness to users [40–43]. In this regard, it was
suggested that the SPA should frequently communicate what kind of data it needs to
generate value for the user [42]. Apart from one study reporting that only users with
low task familiarity are susceptible for explanations provided by SPAs [45], most of
the studies see generally a positive effect in respect to trust formation [e.g., 34] by
raising transparency and focusing the users focus on system ability [22]. Even
providing placebic explanations was found to raise trust in the SPA [46]. However,
informative explanations were more effective in building trust. Thereby, it was shown
that even laypersons are able to understand the basic logic behind ML-models. In this
regard, rule-based and keyword-based ML-models ranked high in understandability,
while similarity-based ML models were harder to grasp for users resulting in less trust
into the actions of the SPA [47]. An often-addressed topic is the analysis of
explanation types for improving the intelligibility of SPAs. In this regard, it was
proposed that explanations based on justifications following a structured
argumentation approach and addressing the reasoning of the system’s behavior would
evoke higher perceptions of trustworthiness [35-36]. Finally, the effect of
explanations on user trust was investigated from a longitudinal perspective. It was
shown that explanations increase trust levels in the short term, but have no effect in
the long term. However, without any explanation shown trust levels in regards to the
SPA degenerated steadily [22].
The second sub-research stream, smaller in numbers than the previous one, is
concerned with the ability of SPAs to increase system transparency by enabling users
to influence its recommendations (i.e., interactive ML) [44]. Thus, users were given
the opportunity to set constraint thresholds or to change algorithm weights [43].
Thereby, it was shown that providing the user with the opportunity to test the SPA is
one of the most effective means to increase trust [29].
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5

Discussion and Development of a Research Agenda

In this section, we aim to discuss the contributions of our SLR and propose a
preliminary research agenda that provides first promising points for future research on
trust in SPAs and illustrates how they can be positioned based on our
conceptualization.
As our SLR shows, the three identified research streams enable a distinct
perspective on studying trust in SPAs, which also relates to the theoretical lenses that
are applied. While UIDT and IDT are linked primarily to enhance trust by creating a
sense of social presence, EDT mainly relies on perceived transparency. Additionally,
each of the research streams can be distinguished by its time perspective. While UIDT
is important to build initial trust as the interface represents the first point of
interaction, IDT and EDT additionally imply a longitudinal perspective. However,
this conceptualization only serves as a starting point for the elaboration of the
different theoretical lenses, which can be applied to study trust in SPAs. This is
important to allow researchers to apply a more nuanced perspective when studying
trust in SPAs.
Building on the insights that have been gained through this SLR and by linking our
conceptualization to our theoretical background, we propose the following
preliminary research agenda as presented in Table 3. Thereby, both possible questions
that arise from the research streams and some overarching research questions are
addressed:
Table 3. Preliminary research agenda on user trust in SPAs

EDT

IDT

UIDT

Research Opportunities
Haptics are associated with user
perceptions (i.e., trust) [16]; however,
this effect has not yet been sufficiently
addressed in the context of SPAs.
Interfaces are usually characterized by
multiple features; however, the effect
of specific feature combinations has
not yet been adequately explored.
As our SLR has shown, content may
significantly influence trust, but still
represents an area that has not yet been
sufficiently addressed.
As new types of explanations emerge
based on technologic advances [2],
there is a need to study their efficiency
in regards to creating trust.

Corresponding Research
Questions
How do haptics (e.g., temperature,
tactile touch) influence trust?

How
do
specific
feature
combinations (i.e., based on
different system archetypes [15])
compare in regards to user trust?
How do different content features
(i.e., praise [16]) of a conversation
affect trust?
How do different types and
instantiations of explanations (i.e.,
attribution-, example- or modelbased explanations affect trust?
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Overarching

Although interactive ML has been
identified as a major source of trust
[29], there are still few insights on the
effect of different types of interactive
ML [44] on trust.
There are few insights on the relative
importance of the identified types of
trust (e.g., our conceptualized research
streams).
Different applications of SPAs may
have different presuppositions for trust
formation [18]; however, the impact of
context remains under-researched.
There is a lack of design-oriented
studies [18] and successful SPA
designs that foster trust.

How do different types
interactive ML affect trust?

of

How do different types of trust
(e.g., UIDT, IDT, EIDT) compare
in regards to their effectiveness for
building trust?
How do contextual factors (e.g.,
user group, time) influence the
effect of different SPA elements
and characteristics on trust?
How to leverage theory to design
more trustworthy SPAs?

All in all, eight research questions emerged both on the level of the individual
research streams as well as some overarching research questions, which bears to the
relevance of the topic of trust in SPAs. Across all research streams, we identified
research opportunities in regards to the influence of specific features. Moreover, as
the use context of SPAs may entail different presuppositions for trust formation,
especially based on their high degree of adaptivity [1], we propose to increasingly
investigate the influence of contextual factors. Especially, the influence of time has
not yet been sufficiently addressed. A good starting point could be to analyze which
design features are important for building initial trust in SPAs and which are more
important to uphold trust in the long-term. Additionally, we need to create insights
across different domains on how to design SPAs to increase their trustworthiness
(e.g., [18]). Finally, from a methodological perspective, as most of the identified
studies are based on laboratory experiments, we recommend to increasingly use field
experiments to ensure external validity and, thus, to be able to provide stronger
insights for practitioners.
In sum, these emerging agenda points may serve as a first foundation for studying
trust in SPAs.

6

Limitations

Although we attempted to analyze the identified literature on trust in SPAs as
rigorously as possible, there are a number of limitations to this SLR. First, of course
the scope of our SLR is not fully exhaustive. However, in order to reach
representativity, we chose to conduct a database-oriented search instead of a journalbased search. This enabled us to also consider conference proceedings, which include
recent publications, which are especially important when the analyzed research field
is still young and emerging such as research on trust in SPAs. We restricted the
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keyword search to title, abstract, and keywords, since we aimed for identifying
publications where the keywords appeared in close proximity to each other for the
combined unit of analysis was trust in SPAs. Therefore, it can be argued that the
initial screening is limited in scope, but we thoroughly analyzed identified
publications based on a concept-centric approach. Moreover, we conducted a rigorous
back and forward search. Finally, we did not consider the downstream effects of trust
in SPAs (e.g., possible negative effects of too much trust [49]), which may represent
an interesting research avenue for future literature reviews in this area.

7

Conclusion

In this paper, we conducted a Systematic Literature Review (SLR) on trust in
Smart Personal Assistants (SPA). SPAs bear an immense potential for economic and
societal impact, since they fundamentally change the way how individuals perform
tasks, use services and interact with organizations. However, they are only hesitantly
adopted by users amongst others due to a lack of trust. Building on a concept-centric
analysis of 50 publications, we derived three main research perspectives, which
constitute the research field of trust in SPAs: User Interface-Driven Trust (UIDT),
Interaction-Driven Trust (IDT), and Explanation-Driven Trust (EDT). UIDT deals
with static design features of SPAs such as haptics and audio-visuals towards
enhancing trust in the latter. IDT refers to trust that is elicited by the design of events
between the user and the SPA on a timeline. While UIDT and IDT in SPAs focus on
creating a sense of social presence, which has been identified as an important
antecedent of trust, EDT in SPAs aims at creating a sense of transparency by varying
the degrees of understandability and transparency provided to the user. Based on the
results of our analysis, we propose a preliminary research agenda to spark and guide
future research in this nascent field. We intend to contribute to the body of knowledge
of trust in Artificial Intelligence (AI)-based systems by proposing an integrated
theoretical framework and associated research agenda for studying trust in SPAs. This
framework may serve as a starting point for the elaboration on different theoretical
lenses which can be applied to study trust in SPAs from a more nuanced perspective.
Ultimately, this may also enable practitioners to build more trustworthy SPAs as we
introduce new terminology that facilitates the sharing of design knowledge on the
effects of different features on trust.
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